
The Mahabharata has had a perennial 
and undying appeal for the European 
mind and imagin ation, an interest that 
easily dates back to the late 18th 
century w hen Indologists had jus t 
about begun to roll their agenda off the 
conveyor belt. This period witnessed 
a sudden upsurge, even proliferation, 
of commentaries and treatises on The 
Mahabhamta, a process that aimed at 
giving an entirely new direction to the 
philosophical .speculation or inquiry 
on this significant cultural text. 

Ironically enough, this renewal of 
interest had also coincided with the 
process of colonisation in India and 
the crisis of nationalism in Europe in 
general and England in particular. No 
wonder, the lndologists felt compelled 
to make repeated attempts to 'purify' 
o r 'sanitise' The Mahabharata in an 
effort to 'civilise' it as well as make it 
more manageable for their own critical 
or political purposes. IfSoren Sorenson 
talked in terms of deconstructing an 
Ur-Text of The Mahabharata out of what 
Oldenberg had once described as a 
"monstrous chaos," Adolf Boltzmann 
refused to recognise it as a dharam 
shastra. Regardless of how they chose 
to respond to it, the underlying 
as~um~tion was simply to vulgarise 
or mfenorise The Mahabharata and by 
so doing, inferiorise the very people or 
the race to which the text essentially 
belonged. 

To put it another way, a brand of 
Orientalism could be said to have 
marred the very process of the early 
reception of The Mahabharata. But what 
is indeed mystifying, even somewhat 
problematic, is that the debate on The 
Mahabharata continues to be centred 
around much the same questions upon 
which it had initially been grounded 
by the Indologists. Despite the fact that 
we now pride ourselves on having 
reached a crucia l phase in post
coloniality, one of the most significant 
of our cultural texts continues to be 
hamstrung by a colonial mind-set and 
its mould y s traightjacket. What is 
perhaps worse is that w ith Indology 
having become an industry in the 
West, most of the critiques on The 
Mallablzarata consis tently refuse to 
relocate the critical questions on this 
stupendous literary work. Though 
Nicholas Su tton claims to h ave 
ploughed a fresh ground in his 
voluminous and well-researched book 
Religious Doctrines in the Mahabharata, 
he, too, ends up travt>r'ling tht> famili!lr 
tl'rrain. 

ll.tving rejected the "historical 
criticism'' of Hopkins as an inexact 
science, Sutton declares his decided 
preference for the text-critical method 
r<Jthcr early on '" the book. Positing 
lilt• Malw/1Jwrata as •• unitc~ry work 
wrth ,, definitive cthic-.11 mcssnge, he 
Pig tHII to t'XI.;UV,th• diver St' H•ligious 
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doctrines of Hindu thought embedded 
in it. For this purpose, he segments the 
entire text under different heads such 
as Epic Soteriology, Epic Theism, Epic 
Eschatology, or Epic's teachings on 
Ethics, Des tiny, Humanity, Origin of 
the World, Gender and the like. Sutton 
is categorical about having distanced 
himself from .the s tructuralists such as 
Biardeau, Dumezil and others, who 
insis t upon exploring the doctrinal 
tensions and dissonance within the 
text, wherever these are found. And in 
this respect, he claims to have followed 
the cue of the Indian scholars, who 
read it as a dharma shastra, thus 
avoiding the familiar trap of viewing 
The Mahabharata as a "d ismally 
intractable text" with "a forbidding 
size" that Western scholarship often 
gets into. Following the best traditions 
of text-critical methodology, Sutton 
sets about disentangling comple~, ~ften 
confusing strands of rehgJOus 
d octrines running throug h. th e 
multicoloured tapes try of Hmdu 

thought. . 
Proceeding on the premise that ~he 

Mahabharata "reflects the contradic
tions of an age of transition," as 
elegantly put forward by Prof G.C. 
Pande, Sutton goes on to es~blish how 
the epic thought is no thmg but a 
synthesis of Vedic orthodoxy a~d non
Aryan belief systems. By arg~mg ~hat 
the epic is about the post-Vedic SOCiety 
in which the " tribal practices of Aryans 
such as ' yajna' had become _subs.t~n
tively reduced" he seeks to hJston cise 
a ncient India in linear, sequential 
terms. Undeterred by the fact that such 
a notion of history has now become 
problematic, Sutton further hypothes
ises, this time after Greg Bailey, that 
the synthesis is to be located in three 
value systems centred on pravrtti, 
nivrHi and bhakti. Interestingly enough, 
h e first sets up prnvrtli (Vedic) and 
nivrtti (post-Vedic) as two d1v~rgent 
world-v1cws and then attempts to 
resolve this opposition in bhakt i. While 
his understanding of ancient Indian 
history betrays a sense of continuity 
his interpretation of Hindu thought 
app~nrs to s ires& discontinuity or 
rupture. Despitt' his c:lt~ims to tlw 
contrary, his dialeclual undPr 

standing of Hindu thought inevitably 
pushes him into the trap of binarism 
that a structuralist often finds hard to 
escape. 

Elaborating upon th e intrinsic 
differe nces in two value-systems, 
Sutton says, "The fundamental 
difference between the two tendencies 
is that pravrtti embodies an essentially 
social view of religious life in which 
the individual is allo tted a specific 
position in the created order with a 
clearly defined relationship to all other 
beings. The values associated with 
nivrtti define human beings in an 
entirely different way, not purely in 
relation to the social and created order 
but as an individual w ho exists only 
in relation to himself" (p 12). 
Apparently, this highly differentiated 
view of the two tendencies fails to take 
into account their complementary 
status and I or relationship that Hindu 
thought often stresses. It needs to be 
pointed out here that Vedas trea t 
'yajna' as not just ano the r se t of 
practices but also a harmonious state 
of mind; no t only an action but also a 
thought; not only an external 
manifestation but also an internal 
belief. On closer scrutiny, Sutton's 
binarism is found to be nothing more 
than an oversimplified reductionism 
that mirrors dualism in Sutton's mind 
as much as it m irrors it in the Western 
thought. Perhaps, it's pertinent'to point 
out here that if th ere's anything that 
the Wes te rn mind finds rat he r 
puzzling, even d isconcerting, about 
Hind u thou ght, it's the notion of 
multip licity or plurality inherent in it. 
An d as far as this goes, Nicholas 
Sutton's thesis is no exception either. 

Faced wi th th e task of 
reconciling a bewildering variety of 
Indian philosophical systems, all that 
Sutton manages to do is to give a highly 
st'lective, ~ubjectivc, som~what cursory 
overview of each. t-1~ is of the VIew that, 
among othct thing:., the auth11l'b ofTirt• 
Mnhnbhnrata h<1d an access to a variety 
of systems inscribed in such diverse 
works a:: Tire• v ccias, Tire Upanisads, Tire 
\'t!dcmta Sutrns, Pancar,ltrn Literature, 
Plwrma Snstrns, S11mkllya and Yoga 
Sutra:; t~nd l'urawr:;. Undoubl!!dl:Y he 
d<u?s ... uppurt th1~ claim r.ltht•rnblv bv 
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citing the relevant textual material, 
which, he says, is available mostly in 
the Santi Parvan and Amusasna Parvan. 
But what makes his position 
somewha t dubious, if not untenable, 
is his own admission tha t, at least, 
some of these sources date back to a 
period later than that of The Maha
bharata.lt appears as though history is 
no more than a convenient ploy or an 
expedient tool for Sutton, a mere 
handmaiden of his thesis and so can 
easily be bent, tw is ted, telescoped or 
discarded at will. 

While this might be dismissed as 
failure of a certain form of historicism 
he's implicated in, there's no doubting 
Sutton's skills as an archaeologist. 
Throughout the book, he handles his 
digging tools ra ther well, excavating 
the textual evidence rather assiduous
ly. So much so tha t not a single 
contention. of his goes unsupported by 
whatever little shreds of evidence there 
are in The Mahabharata. This kind of 
close attention to the text in question 
is, undoubtedly, Sutton's strong point, 
yet sometimes his own text fails to pass 
a very close scrutiny. Especially when 
he ends up repeating not just his ow n 
arguments but a lso the very same 
words in which these arguments are 
often couched. For instance, the twin 
concepts of pravrtti and nivrtti are 
sought to be defined no less than five 
times over (see pp. 10-11, 76-77, 135-

36, 363-64 and 381-82), and what is 
worse, each ~me the language is much 
the same. A fit case of overkill, the book 
definitely d~es over explain itself. An 
average Ind1an scholar with a slight 
knowledg~ of ~indu philosophical 
~h~ug~t m~ght hnd such explanations 
Irntating, If not entirely superfluous. 
?ne gets the feeling as though Sutton 
1s co~stantl y e ngaged in a self
conscwus, s elf- re fl exive act of 
translating the comp lexities of Hindu 
thought unto himself as well as others. 
Now that b r ings us to another 
important question : for whom did 
Sutton write this book or who constit
uted its target audien~e? 

. That thi~ is. not entirely a specul· 
ative question IS evident from the fact 
that the Ch r is ti an world-view is 
repeatedly invoked in course of the 
d iscussion as a defin itive frame of 
reference. 

The whole idea of 'religious 
doctrine: or 'religious organisation,' 
as apphed to Hindu thought in 
Chaptt'r ~' app'-',11, to lw no mnn• th.m 
a throwback to that histone debate 
between Prot('.;tants and Catholics. 
which had -.irtuallv split thl' cnhr~ 
Europe a t the daw;t of Rcn;u~~.mu.~. 
To put it diffl'rLnth the qu~Jstions of 
cntcial importance to Sutton's th~..•si~ 
arc not 1aised from ' \' ithin ' lhl' 
strudurcs of llmdu thnu~ht but mtlw1 
frlml without.' 1 hi~ bl'<, •nll> gl u in~h 
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more conspicuous as the discussion 

slowfy progresses. And nowhere does 

it communicate itself so s trongly as in 

Chapter 11, where The Mahabharata's 

teachings on gender are made the 

focus of attention. Conscious of the fact 

that gender equality is a by-product of 

Western liberal ideology, Sutton says, 

" Despite persistent discrimination 

against women in society, the debate 

in favour of gender equality- has been' 

won in the West and also among a 

substantial section of the westernised 

' intelligentsia in India." What is indeed 

shocking is that sometimes a rhetorical 

s tatement, unsupported · b y any 

evidence, empirical or otherwise, is 

made in to the very basis of critical 

enquiry. In such cases, where the 

methodology is questionable and the 

hyrnthesis fragile, even the mos t 

la~dcr Jl" c-.~ .tclusions are likely to strike 

a Jilrr nl'< falsetto. 

More in the na'ture of a compilation 

than _an exE>getical work, Religious 

Doctrmes in the Mahabharata is really an 

attempt ~t.organising, classifying and 

s~nthes-•smg a range of ideas that is 

~Imply staggering. Of course, the effort 

IS q~ite a bold one, though it isn' t as 

c?nfldent as it might appear at firs t 

~~~ht. What makes it somewhat shaky 

~s Its schematic, segmented character, 

Its hurriedly drawn conclusions, its 
endless ti. · . repe tions and its occasional 

shppage into a self-cancelling proce

dure. However, what disappoints 
about this book th . . . e most 1s 1ts fatlure 
to cut through the sheath of traditional 
scholarship. While cutn· f . 1 'd ng a au y 
WI e swathe ·t . 
. . ' 1 remams hopelessly 

Clrcumscnbed in its m th d 1 . 1 e o o ogtca 
proceduresand/ orpra t. c Ices. 

The present thes is of Nicholas 
Sutton stands on the . . 1 

1 
. h same prmctp e 

upon w 11c the Ind 1 . . o og1cal excursiOns 
had invariably rested 1 th 

. . , name y, e 
Kantta~ notion of organic unity . 

Operatmg _s~rupulously within this 

all-too-famll1ar territory, he refuses to 

engage w ith the indetermin a te, 

unstable nature of either 'text' or 

' textuali ty.' And as such, he chooses 

to ign~re all those questions, which are 

invanably connected wit h the 

processes of cultural production of The 

Mahabharata. It needs to be pointed out 

here that the long history of how this 

epic was constituted as a text does 

ca ll attention towards its own 

processes of production as much as it 

does towards a sense of history 

embedded in it. So long as the critical 

endeavour is not directed towards this 

l'nd: there's very little p(lssibility of 

'liiYII1g soml' thing !! tartlingly fl(•w 

about The Maha/Jizaratn. 
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The Periphery Strikes Back: Challenges to the 

Nation-State in Assam and Nagaland 

By Udayon Misra 

It is the north-eastern region, with a diversity of ethnic nationalities 

and marked by low socio-economic and political growth, that poses 

the gravest challenges to the Indian nation-state. Time and again, 

the Indian State has had to work out new strategies and 

adjustments to deal with the issues thrown up by demands of 

autonomy and secessionist movements in the region. The process 

of nation-building received its frrst major jolt by the armed struggle 

for an independent Naga homeland. It has now spread to Assam 

which, because of its complex ethnic situation, coupled with 

incessant influx of migrants, demographic change, and the 

backward 'colonial' state of the economy, constitutes a bigger 

problem for Indian Union. 
The Periphery Strikes Back: Challenges to the Nation- State 

in Assam. and nagaland analyses the socio-historical and political 

factors which have led to secessionist insurgency in different 

north-eastern states. The future of the Indian nation-state, the 

book underlines, depends a lot on its ability to resolve the problems 

thrown up by the struggle for a Swadin Asom and an independent 

Naga Lim, 

2000 xii+276pp. Rs. 4000 ISBN: 81-85952-74-4 

Toward an Alternative Critical Discourse 

ByTRS Sharma 

WhiJe looking for an alternative aesthetic, the monograph examines 

the critical scene as it exists, taking note of the recent incursion of 

new theories from the West and the various critical strategies now 

available to Indian critics. However, the use of Western reading 

frames and their implicit theoretical paradigms used in analysing 

Indian and Western texts, presumes as if nothing is available for 

use from Indian sources. The author looking for elements from 

Indian aesthetic sources, that can be redefined and articulated to 

become the basis of frames of reference, identifies Bharata's rasa 

theory, since it focuses on emotions. 
While examini ng the feasibi lity of emotive poetics, the 

monograph recognises that emotions cannot be isolated from 

other human faculties such as intellect or reason. However, 

emotions, since they relate to the world of the body, are of varied 

significance in the making of discourses. Rasa detennines the way 

literary discourses and their architectonics function and become 

more meaningful as cultural process, its impact resulting in the 

gradual refinement of man's emotions. 
Toward an Alternative Critical Discourse discusses other 

concepts of Indian aesthetic, such as riti, a lamkara, dlzvani, 

vakrokti, and aucitya from the perspective of rhe10ric and semiosis. 

They cover, the author underlines, the entire range of litera~y 

devices and strategies used by poets, and are available for use 1n 

our critical discourses. 

2000 120pp. Rs.l75 ISBN: 81-85-952-80-9 

India and Europe: Selected Essays by Nirmal Verma 

ed. by Alok Bhalla 

Nirmal Verma, a distinguished fiction writer in Hindi. is _also_ 8 

sensitive critic of moral decline and political distoruon 10 

contemporary Indian society In the essays collected in the ~k. 
he articulates his disenchantment wilh modernity us u solut•on to 

lndiu s ills und culls for a 1ClUt n to thu sources t'flndinn traclition 

for u sp1ritunl nnd moktl revival. 
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Towards a Poetics of the Indian English Novel 

By Makarand Paranjape 

Exploring the poetics of the Indian English novel, this 

monograph proposes a typology and a method of evaluation 

of Indian English novel. It argues that the Indian English 

~ovel can be better understood and evaluated if it is placed 

m a bro_ader civilizational perspective, a perspective 

expoundmg and upholding Dharma, but in a manner that is 

bo~ pleasin? and popular. The typology proposed to classify 

lnd1an Enghsh novels incorporates two interrelated sets of 

· theoretical triads. They are imperial, sub-imperial or subaltern 

in their content, and social, anti-social or fonnalistic in their 

stylistic o~ientations. In addition, examining the pattern of 

the evolutiOn and development of Indian English Novel in 

the last I 50 years, the book identi fies and interprets its main 

types, and spells out its relation to the broader cultural issues. 

It also seeks to identify the 'greatest' of the Indian English 

novelists. 

2000 xiii+ 144 pp. Rs.200 ISBN: 81-85952-75-92 

Sound and Words in Early Language Acquisition: 

A Bilingual Account 

by B. Lakshmi Bai 

The book is a descriptive account of the developm f 
h . . ent o 

p onology and early lex1con 111 the speech of the auth , 

two children, who learnt .Tamil and Telugu simulta or s 

B 'd d' . neously 
es1 es 1scussmg their phonological developme t d . · 

th fi 
. n unng 

I 
e 1rst SIX ~onths of their speech, spelling out the world 

evel strategies and processes characteristic of th. · 
. . IS penoct 

the1r phonologtcal development beyond this state f . · 

th I 
, ocu~mg 

on e comp ex stages through which Tamil and T 

phonemes passed in their speech before attain. elugu 
. , . mg adul t 

nonns, the nature of the children s leXIcon is exanu· . 

I. h f h ned In the 
•g t o t e controversy about unified versu b'f 

Th · . s I urcated 
sy_stcms. e maJor findmgs of the study are also c 
w1th other such studies. ompared 

2000 ix+l 4l pp. Rs.225 ISBN: 81-85952-78-7 

The Cartesian Mind: 

Reflections on Language and Music 

By Ninnalangshu Mukherjee 

Both language and music are unique to h 
linked to the expression of thought a dumans_and crucially 

show significant differences in their ~emotton. But they 

perfonnance. cture, content and 

The book sets these facts i 
perspective. Drawing from conte..:; a pro~er theoretical 

and related areas of cognitive sc· porary linguistic theory, 
. . tence and h' J 

mmd, the author articulates a unify' P 1 osophy of 

of discrete in~nity-and grounds th1i~~ concep_t-the concept 

theory of mmd. He argues th t oncept tn a 'Cartesian' 
. . . . a some recent d 

hngUisucs, espectally the conce l f a vances in 

could be viewed as a crucial st p 0 a computational system, 

of language. music and relat de% tow_ards a unifying theory 

The book is of interest to p~il omams o_f discrete infinity. 

scientists. musicologists and oso~hers, linguists, cognitive 

of knowledge and genera) read mu_slc-theorists, sociologists 

issues. ers Interested in these classical 
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